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Entanglement is defined for each vector subspace of the tensor product of two finite-dimensional Hilbert
spaces, by applying the notion of operator entanglement to the projection operator onto that subspace. The
operator Schmidt decomposition of the projection operator defines a string of Schmidt coefficients for each
subspace, and this string is assumed to characterize its entanglement, so that a first subspace is more entangled
than a second, if the Schmidt string of the second majorizes the Schmidt string of the first. The idea is applied
to the antisymmetric and symmetric tensor products of a finite-dimensional Hilbert space with itself, and also
to the tensor product of an angular momentum j with a spin 1/2. When adapted to the subspaces of states of
the nonrelativistic hydrogen atom with definite total angular momentum (orbital plus spin), within the space of
bound states with a given total energy, this leads to a complete ordering of those subspaces by their Schmidt
strings.
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I. INTRODUCTION
If quantum entanglement [1] is to be regarded as a physi-
cal resource [2], then it seems sensible to consider the en-
tanglement not only of individual states, but also of collec-
tions of states of a given composite quantum system. On the
other hand, it is not clear how to combine measures of en-
tanglement of individual states in such a collection, because
of the possibility of superposing given states to form new
ones. Since the natural organizational unit for any collection
of states is the vector (sub)space spanned by those states, we
are led to the problem of quantifying the degree of entangle-
ment inherent in a given vector subspace of the whole state
space of a quantum system. Examples of vector subspaces of
interest might be the space of states with a given total energy,
or the space with a given total angular momentum. More
generally, a state subspace might be labeled by the eigenval-
ues of any incomplete set of commuting observables. A situ-
ation that arises often is one where the state space is associ-
ated with a tensor product representation of some symmetry
group or algebra, and the subspaces of interest carry irreduc-
ible subrepresentations of that algebra or group. Again, the
example of angular momentum springs to mind; we may be
interested in a subspace of states carrying a definite total
angular momentum, for a quantum system made up of sev-
eral subsystems, each contributing angular momentum to the
total. In such cases, the problem of quantifying the entangle-
ment of individual irreducible subspaces is seen to have an
essentially group-theoretical character; any measure of en-
tanglement of such a subspace must surely involve such
group-theoretical constructs as the Clebsch-Gordan coeffi-
cients of the corresponding group or algebra. Conversely,
considerations of the entanglement of such irreducible sub-
spaces seems likely to throw interesting new light on familiar
group-theoretical reduction problems.
In what follows, we consider only bipartite systems, and
vector subspaces V of a complex, finite-dimensional state
space H=H1 ^ H2, where the two factor spaces have dimen-
sions d1 and d2, respectively, and are equipped with the usual
scalar products. Extensions to the multipartite case seem
likely to face the same sort of difficulties as entanglement
measures for state vectors of multipartite systems.
Example 1: As more specific motivation, consider the fol-
lowing three-dimensional vector subspaces of H, in the case
where H1;H2 has orthonormal basis hu1l , u2l , u3l , . . . uNlj,
with Nø3:
sAd VA is spanned by the orthonormal vectors
su1l ^ u2l − u2l ^ u1ld/˛2,
su2l ^ u3l − u3l ^ u2ld/˛2,
su3l ^ u1l − u1l ^ u3ld/˛2,
sSd VS is spanned by the orthonormal vectors
su1l ^ u2l + u2l ^ u1ld/˛2,
su1l ^ u1l − u2l ^ u2ld/˛2,
su1l ^ u1l + u2l ^ u2ld/˛2.
The bases of VA and VS so defined consist of three (maxi-
mally) entangled vectors in each case. However, it is possible
to find another basis in VS with only one entangled vector,
namely the set hsu1l ^ u2l+ u2l ^ u1ld /˛2, u1l ^ u1l , u2l ^ u2lj,
whereas every choice of basis in VA consists entirely of en-
tangled vectors. It is intuitive that VA is “more entangled”
than VS, and we seek to quantify such differences.
II. OPERATOR ENTANGLEMENT AND SUBSPACES
In general, any vector subspace VłH=H1 ^ H2, of di-
mension d, where 1łdłd1d2, is characterized by a corre-
sponding Hermitian projection operator Pˆ ,*Electronic mail: ajb@maths.uq.edu.au
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Pˆ V = V, Pˆ † = Pˆ = Pˆ 2, TrsPˆ d = d , s1d
and we suggest that measures of entanglement of the opera-
tor Pˆ provide suitable measures of entanglement of V.
Measures of operator entanglement have been considered
previously in other contexts [3,4]. The central idea is to con-
sider each linear operator (matrix) Aˆ as an “operator vector”
uAll in the sd1d2d2-dimensional “operator vector space” EH
of all linear operators on H, with Hilbert-Schmidt scalar
product
kkuAuBll = TrsAˆ †Bˆ d . s2d
Similarly, for r=1,2, linear operators on Hr can be consid-
ered as operator vectors in the dr
2
-dimensional operator vec-
tor space EHr. If A
ˆ
=Bˆ ^ Cˆ , then uAll= uBll ^ uCll, and Aˆ is
unentangled. Otherwise, Aˆ is entangled.
The operator vector
uuP˘ ll =
1
˛d
uuPll s3d
corresponding to the projector Pˆ divided by ˛d, is a unit
operator vector in EH, according to Eqs. (1) and (2). We can
define measures of entanglement of this unit operator vector
in EH, just as we define measures of entanglement of unit
vectors in H. To this end, we note first that uP˘ ll will have a
Schmidt decomposition,
uuP˘ ll = ˛p1uuE1ll ^ uuF1ll + ˛p2uuE2ll ^ uuF2ll
+ fl ˛pKuuEKll ^ uuFKll , s4d
where
K ł K¯ = minhd1
2
,d2
2j ,
p1 ø p2 ø fl ø pK . 0, p1 + p2 + fl + pK = 1, s5d
while uE1ll, uE2ll, . . . uEKll are orthonormal operator vectors
in EH1, and uF1ll, uF2ll, . . . uEKll are orthonormal operator
vectors in EH2. If we introduce the superoperator [5] density
matrix, of dimension sd1d2d23 sd1d2d2,
Rˆ = uuP˘ llkkP˘ u , s6d
and then define the reduced superoperator density matrices
Rˆ s1d and Rˆ s2d by tracing over the second (respectively, the
first) vector subspace of EH, then uE1ll, uE2ll, . . . uEKll are
eigenoperator vectors of Rˆ s1d, and uF1ll, uF2ll, . . . uFKll are
eigenoperator vectors of Rˆ s2d, in each case with eigenvalues
p1 , p2 , . . . pK. Furthermore, the unentangled unit operator
vector closest to uP˘ ll—in the sense of the norm defined by
the scalar product (2)—is uE1ll ^ uF1ll, and its distance from
uP˘ ll is
EDsuP˘ ll = fskkP˘ u − kkE1u ^ kkF1udsuP˘ ll − uE1ll ^ uF1lldg1/2
=
˛2s1 − ˛p1d . s7d
This distance provides a partial measure of the entanglement
of uP˘ ll, and of V, and we shall also write it as EDsVd.
The entanglement of V is more fully characterized by its
corresponding K¯ -dimensional “Schmidt string,”
SsVd = sp1,p2, . . . pK,pK+1 = 0,pK+2 = 0, . . . ,pK¯ = 0d . s8d
Various partial measures of entanglement can be defined in
terms of the Schmidt string, including ED as above. Thus the
“information” measure of entanglement of uP˘ ll, and hence of
V, is
EIsuuP˘ lld = EIsVd
= − TrfRˆ s1d log2sRˆ s1ddg = − TrfRˆ s2d log2sRˆ s2ddg
= − o
a=1
K
pa log2spad , s9d
while the “trace” measure of entanglement is
ETsuuP˘ lld = ETsVd=1 − TrsRˆ s1d2d = 1 − TrsRˆ s2d2d=1 − o
a=1
K
pa
2
.
s10d
A better indicator of entanglement is provided with the help
of the notion of majorization [6–8]. Thus we may say that
VłH is more entangled than WłH, with Schmidt string
SsWd= sq1 ,q2 , . . . d, if p1łq1 AND p1+ p2łq1+q2 AND . . .,
that is to say, if SsVd is majorized by SsWd, which we write
as SsVdaSsWd. When SsVdaSsWd, it can be shown [7]
that EDsVdøEDsWd, EIsVdøEIsWd, and ETsVdøETsWd. But
when neither of SsVd and SsWd majorizes the other, some of
these inequalities and not others may be reversed. In that
situation, it is best to say only that V and W are differently
entangled.
The preceding two paragraphs merely paraphrase for op-
erator (or subspace) entanglement what is well known for
state entanglement [8]. Many statements that hold true for
the tensor product space of states H go over to the tensor
product space of operators EH, without the need for new
proofs. In what follows, we give some properties of subspace
entanglement as defined, and then some examples of natu-
rally arising entangled subspaces and their Schmidt strings.
Property 1: If in the situation described above, H1 is em-
bedded as a subspace in a larger space H18, and H2 is em-
bedded as a subspace in a larger space H28, so that
V ł H1 ^ H2 ł H18 ^ H28, H1 ł H18, H2 ł H28,
s11d
then SsVd, when V is regarded as a subspace of H18 ^ H28,
differs from SsVd when V is regarded as a subspace of H1
^ H2, only by the addition of the appropriate number of
zeros on the right-hand end. In this sense, our notion of en-
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tanglement of a subspace is stable against embeddings.
Property 2: If V has the form V1 ^ V2, where V1łH1 and
V2łH2, then uP˘ ll= uP˘ 1ll ^ uP˘ 2ll is unentangled, and so also
is V, according to our definition. In this case, the Schmidt
string has the form
SsVd = s1,0,0, . . . ,0d . s12d
In particular, H itself is unentangled, and SsHd has the form
(12). These results show that our notion of entanglement
does not indicate the presence or absence of entangled vec-
tors in a given subspace. After all, V1 ^ V2 does contain en-
tangled vectors. We suggest that our measures of subspace
entanglement are better thought of as indicators of the aver-
age entanglement of vectors in the “least entangled” basis
that can be chosen for a subspace. We do not have a proof of
this, but results in the examples that follow appear to be
consistent with this interpretation, which says in particular
that V1 ^ V2 is unentangled because it contains at least one
basis of unentangled vectors.
Property 3: If V is one-dimensional, spanned by the unit
vector uvl say, with Schmidt decomposition
uvl = o
a=1
k
˛pa ueal ^ ufal , s13d
then
Pˆ = uvlkvu = o
a,b=1
k
˛papb uealkebu ^ ufalkfbu . s14d
This defines the Schmidt decomposition of uP˘ ll, whose
Schmidt string then has as components the papb, with a suit-
able ordering. From this it is easily deduced that the Schmidt
string of uvl majorizes the Schmidt string of uul if and only if
the Schmidt string of the subspace spanned by uvl majorizes
the Schmidt string of the subspace spanned by uul. This guar-
antees that our notion of entanglement of one-dimensional
subspaces is consistent with that for state vectors. In particu-
lar, it is also easily seen that
EIsVd = − o
a,b=1
k
papb log2spapbd
= − 2o
a=1
k
pa log2spad = 2EIsuvld . s15d
Thus the information measures of entanglement of a one-
dimensional subspace and of any unit vector within that sub-
space differ only by the constant factor 2. This annoying
factor could be eliminated by redefining EI, but it is simpler
to acept its appearance as a reflection of the fact that Pˆ is
bilinear in uvl and kvu.
III. ANTISYMMETRIC AND SYMMETRIC SUBSPACES
Example 2: As a generalization of sAd in Example 1
above, consider the “antisymmetric tensor product” space
VAłH=H1 ^ H2, where H1>H2 has an orthonormal basis
hu1l , u2l , . . . , unlj. An orthonormal basis for VA is provided by
the nsn−1d /2 vectors
ukll = sukl ^ ull − ull ^ ukld/˛2, k , l, k,l P h1,2, . . . ,nj ,
s16d
and the projector onto VA is then
Pˆ A = o
k,l=1
n
ukllkklu =
1
2 ok,l=1
n
suklkku ^ ullklu + ullklu ^ uklkku − ukl
3klu ^ ullkku − ullkku ^ uklklud . s17d
Labeling the unit operator vectors in EH1 and EH2 as
uu1ll = u1lk1u, uu2ll = u2lk2u, . . . , uunll = unlknu ,
uun + 1ll = u1lk2u, uun + 2ll = u2lk1u, . . . , uu3n − 2ll = unlk1u ,
uu3n − 1l = u2lk3u, uu3nll = u3lk2u, . . . , uu5n − 6ll = unlk2u ,
. . . ,uun2ll = unlkn − 1u ,
s18d
we then have from Eq. (17) the unit operator vector
uuP˘ l =
1
˛2nsn − 1d or,s=1
n2
Arsuurll ^ uusll , s19d
where the n23n2 matrix A with matrix elements Ars takes
the form
A = B % C % C % fl % C . s20d
Here B is n3n, with all diagonal elements equal to 0, and all
nondiagonal elements equal to 1. Each of the nsn−1d /2 cop-
ies of C is 232, with diagonal elements equal to 0, and
off-diagonal elements equal to −1.
It follows from Eq. (19) that the matrix elements of Rˆ s1d in
this case are just those of AA† / f2nsn−1dg, whose eigenval-
ues are easily calculated from Eq. (20) to be
SsVAd =
1
2nsn − 1d
sn − 1d2,1,1, . . . ,1 , s21d
where the 1 appears n2−1 times. Then Eq. (21) is the
Schmidt string for VA. It follows that
EDsVAd = ˛2f1 − ˛sn − 1d/s2ndg ,
EIsVAd = log2f2nsn − 1d1/ng ,
ETsVAd = sn + 1ds3n − 4d/f4nsn − 1dg . s22d
Note that, as n→‘, EDsVAd and ETsVAd tend to constants,
whereas EIsVAd, log2snd.
Example 3: Consider again the space H as in Example 2,
and let VS denote the “symmetric tensor product” space of
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dimension nsn+1d /2, with orthonormal basis ukll, kł l
=1,2 , . . . ,n, where
ukll = sukl ^ ull + ull ^ ukld/˛2, k , l ,
ukkl = ukl ^ ukl . s23d
A similar calculation to that for the antisymmetric case
shows that the Schmidt string for VS is
SsVSd =
1
2nsn + 1d
sn + 1d2,1,1, . . . ,1 , s24d
where again the 1 appears n2−1 times. Then
EDsVSd = ˛2f1 − ˛sn + 1d/s2ndg ,
EIsVSd = log2f2n/sn + 1d1/ng ,
ETsVSd = sn − 1ds3n + 4d/f4nsn + 1dg . s25d
The asymptotic behavior of these quantities as n→‘ is simi-
lar to that in the antisymmetric case of Example 2.
We note from Eqs. (21) and (24) that, in Example 1, the
three-dimensional antisymmetric and symmetric subspaces
of the N2-dimensional space H have N2-dimensional
Schmidt strings,
SsVAd =
1
12
s4,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0, . . . ,0d ,
SsVSd =
1
12
s9,1,1,1,0,0, . . . ,0d , s26d
so that SsVAdaSsVSd, consistent with our intuition that VA is
more entangled than VS.
IV. COUPLED ANGULAR MOMENTA
Example 4: Consider the coupling of two angular mo-
menta, sJˆ1 ,Jˆ2 ,Jˆ3d with spin j, and sSˆ1 ,Sˆ2 ,Sˆ3d with spin 1/2.
In this case, the full state space is
H = H j ^ H1/2 = V j+1/2 % V˜ j−1/2, s27d
where the spaces H j, H1/2, V j+1/2, and V˜ j−1/2 have dimensions
2j+1, 2, s2j+2d, and 2j, respectively, and carry the corre-
sponding irreducible representations of the angular momen-
tum Lie algebra sus2d. We are interested in the entanglement
of V j+1/2 and V˜ j−1/2, regarded as subspaces of H.
Let uml, m= j , j−1, . . . ,−j denote the usual orthonormal
basis of eigenstates of Jˆ3 in H j, and let u+ l and u−l denote the
usual orthonormal basis of eigenstates of Sˆ3 in H1/2. Then let
uu1ll = u + lk+ u, uu2ll = u− lk− u, uu3ll = u + lk− u ,
uu4ll = u− lk+ u , s28d
defining an orthonormal basis of operator vectors in E1/2, and
let
uum,nll = umlknu, m,n = j, j − 1, . . . ,− j , s29d
defining an orthonormal basis of operator vectors in Ej. Then
Sˆ±=Sˆ1± iSˆ2 and Sˆ3, regarded as operator vectors in E1/2, take
the form
uuS+ll = uu3ll, uuS−ll = uu4ll, uuS3ll =
1
2
su1ll − uu2ll
s30d
while Jˆ± and Jˆ3, regarded as operator vectors in Ej, take the
form
uuJ+ll = ˛s1ds2jduuj, j − 1ll + ˛s2ds2j − 1duuj − 1, j − 2ll + fl
+ ˛s2jds1duu− j + 1,− jll ,
uuJ
−
l = ˛s1ds2jduuj − 1, jl + ˛s2ds2j − 1duuj − 2, j − 1l + fl
+ ˛s2jds1duu− j,− j + 1l ,
uuJ3l = juuj, jl + sj − 1duuj − 1, j − 1l + fl + s− jduu− j,− jl .
s31d
Recall [9] that the H operator Xˆ , defined by
Xˆ = Jˆ+ ^ Sˆ− + Jˆ− ^ Sˆ+ + 2Jˆ3 ^ Sˆ3, s32d
takes the eigenvalue j on the subspace V j+1/2 and the eigen-
value −sj+1d on the subspace V˜ j−1/2. It follows that the pro-
jector from H onto V j+1/2 (respectively V˜ j−1/2) is given by
Pˆ j±1/2 = ±
1
2j + 1FXˆ + 12 Iˆ ± S j + 12DIˆG , s33d
where Iˆ denotes the unit operator on H.
Consider first the projector Pˆ j+1/2. From Eqs. (30)–(33),
we see that this operator, regarded as an operator vector on
EH, and normalized to a unit operator vector, takes the form
uuPj+1/2ll =
1
˛2sj + 1d
1
2j + 1 huuJ+ll ^ uuS−ll + uuJ−ll ^ uuS+ll
+ 2uuJ3ll ^ uuS3ll + sj + 1dsuuj, jll + uuj − 1, j − 1ll
+ fl + uu− j,− jlld ^ suu1ll + uu2lld . s34d
Here the terms with the factor sj+1d represent the operator
vector corresponding to the operator sj+1dIˆ. Expression (34)
has the general form
uuP˘ j+1/2ll = o
sm,nd=s−j,−jd
sj,jd
o
a=1
4
Asm,nd,auum,nll ^ uuall , s35d
and we wish to calculate the eigenvalues of the reduced su-
peroperator density matrix
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Rˆ s2d = o
sm,nd=s−j,−jd
sj,jd
o
a,b=1
4
hAsm,nd,aAsm,nd,b
* juuallkkbu , s36d
or, what is the same thing, the eigenvalues of the 434 ma-
trix Q with elements
Qab = o
sm,nd=s−j,−jd
sj,jd
hAsm,nd,aAsm,nd,b
* j . s37d
The only nonzero elements are, from Eqs. (31) and (34),
Q11 = Q22 =
1
2sj + 1d
1
s2j + 1d2 fs2j + 1d
2 + s2jd2 + fl + s1d2g
=
4j + 3
6s2j + 1d , s38d
Q33 = Q44 =
1
2sj + 1d
1
s2j + 1d2 fs1ds2jd + s2ds2j − 1d
+ fl + s2jds1dg = j
3s2j + 1d , s39d
and
Q12 = Q21 =
1
2sj + 1d
1
s2j + 1d2 fs2j + 1ds1d + s2jds2d
+ fl + s1ds2j + 1dg = 2j + 3
6s2j + 1d , s40d
and the eigenvalues of Q are now easily calculated to be sj
+1d / s2j+1d (multiplicity 1) and j / s6j+3d (multiplicity 3).
The Schmidt string of V j+1/2 is therefore
SsV j+1/2d =
1
2j + 1S j + 1, j3, j3, j3D . s41d
We then have as scalar partial measures of the entanglement
of this subspace,
EDsV j+1/2d = ˛2f1 − ˛sj + 1d/s2j + 1dg ,
EIsV j+1/2d = − log2S sj/3d j/s2j+1dsj + 1dsj+1d/s2j+1d2j + 1 D ,
ETsV j+1/2d = 2js4j + 3d/f3s2j + 1d2g . s42d
We see that as j→‘, all these quantities approach constant
values. This is a consequence of the fact that the Schmidt
string (41) approaches the constant value
S0 = S12, 16 , 16 , 16D , s43d
and can perhaps be understood as follows: as j gets large, the
number of states in V j+1/2 with larger and larger positive or
negative eigenvalue of Jˆ3 ^ Iˆ1/2+ Iˆj ^ Sˆ3 increases, and these
states have smaller and smaller entanglement, with the en-
tanglement reaching zero for the highest and lowest weight
states.
A similar calculation shows that the Schmidt string of
V˜ j−1/2 is
SsV˜ j−1/2d =
1
2j + 1S j, j + 13 , j + 13 , j + 13 D . s44d
In this case,
EDsV˜ j−1/2d = ˛2f1 − ˛j/s2j + 1dg ,
EIsV˜ j−1/2d = − log2S fsj + 1d/3gsj+1d/s2j+1dj j/s2j+1d2j + 1 D ,
ETsV˜ j−1/2d = 2sj + 1ds4j + 1d/f3s2j + 1d2g . s45d
As j→‘, these quantities approach the same constant values
as in the previous case.
Note that SsV j+1/2dsSsV˜ j−1/2d, so that V˜ j−1/2 is more en-
tangled than V j+1/2.
V. APPLICATION: ELECTRON SPIN AND H ATOM
Example 5: Consider the space Hsnd of bound states of the
nonrelativistic hydrogen atom with principal quantum num-
ber n, where n is a positive integer. This space is n2 dimen-
sional, with the structure
Hsnd = H0 % H1 % fl % Hn−1, s46d
where Hl is s2l+1d dimensional, corresponding to the orbital
angular momentum content l=0,1 , . . . ,n−1. Allowing for
the spin of the electron, we have as the relevant state space
including spin,
H = Hsnd ^ H1/2 = sH0 ^ H1/2d % sH1 ^ H1/2d % fl
% sHn−1 ^ H1/2d = sV1/2d % sV˜ 1/2 % V3/2d % sV˜ 3/2 % V5/2d
% fl % sV˜ n−3/2 % Vn−1/2d . s47d
From the results of Sec. IV, we see that the Schmidt strings
corresponding to these subspaces are
SsVkd =
1
4kS2k + 1, 2k − 13 , 2k − 13 , 2k − 13 D
for k =
1
2
,
3
2
, . . . ,n −
1
2
, and
SsV˜ kd =
1
4sk + 1dS2k + 1, 2k + 33 , 2k + 33 , 2k + 33 D ,
for k =
1
2
,
3
2
, . . . ,n −
3
2
. s48d
Now we see a remarkable ordering of these subspaces by
their spin-orbit entanglement. From least entangled to most
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entangled, as indicated by their Schmidt strings, we have
SsV1/2d = s1,0,0,0d s SsV3/2d s fl s SsVn−1/2d
=
1
4n − 2S2n, 2n − 23 , 2n − 23 , 2n − 23 D s S0
= S12, 16 , 16 , 16DsSsV˜ n−3/2d
=
1
4n − 2S2n − 2, 2n3 , 2n3 , 2n3 D s fl s SsV˜ 3/2d
s SsV˜ 1/2d = S13, 29 , 29 , 29D . s49d
Here the limiting Schmidt string S0 as in Eq. (43), is ap-
proached from above by SsVn−1/2d, and from below by
SsV˜ n−3/2d, as n→‘.
This example also supports the interpretation of subspace
entanglement as a mean minimal entanglement per basis vec-
tor, rather than a total entanglement. Thus the two-
dimensional subspace V˜ 1/2, according to this notion, has a
greater subspace entanglement than, say, Vn−1/2, although the
latter subspace may be of much greater dimension, contain-
ing many entangled states.
VI. DISCUSSION
The notion of subspace entanglement that has been intro-
duced here has some mathematically interesting properties,
and we hope that the examples presented above are sugges-
tive of important applications, but it is clearly desirable in
future work to try and establish that the notion does indeed
make good sense in the context of quantum physics, perhaps
along the lines that have been explored [10] in the case of
state entanglement. To do that, it seems that it will be nec-
essary to relate more closely than we have done here, the
entanglement of individual basis vectors in a subspace, with
the notion of subspace entanglement. Unfortunately, this is
not easily accomplished, except in the simple case of a one-
dimensional subspace as discussed under Property 3.
Some other questions arise naturally from the preceding
analysis, and seem worthy of further study.
(i) Are there other ways to measure subspace entangle-
ment? Another way might be to consider an arbitrary ortho-
normal basis of the subspace in question, and to consider the
system to be in a “uniform” mixed state of those basis states,
each with probability 1 /d, where d is the subspace dimen-
sion. Then we could associate the entanglement of that
mixed state with the entanglement of the subspace, using
existing measures of entanglement of mixed states [11–14].
The density operator for the mixed state in this case is simply
a multiple (by 1/d) of the projection operator onto the sub-
space, so we would then be considering in a different way,
the entanglement associated with a projection operator. For
example, consider again the totally antisymmetric, nsn
−1d /2-dimensional subspace VA of Sec. III, and the associ-
ated projection operator Pˆ A of Eq. (17). In this case, we
could define the density operator
rˆ =
2
nsn − 1d
Pˆ A, s50d
assigning a probability 2 / fnsn−1dg to each state ukll in the
orthonormal basis s16d. To evaluate the negativity Nsrˆd and
logarithmic negativity ENsrˆd; log2f2Nsrˆd+1g partial mea-
sures of entanglement of this “mixed state” rˆ, as intro-
duced by Vidal and Werner f14g, we form from Eqs. s50d
and s17d the partial transpose with respect to the first fac-
tor space H1 in the tensor product H1 ^ H2,
rˆT1 =
2
nsn − 1d ok,l=1
n
suklkku ^ ullklu + ullklu ^ uklkku − ullkku ^ ull
3kku − uklklu ^ uklklud . s51d
The eigenvalues of rˆT1 are then easily calculated to be −1/n
soccurring onced and 1/ fnsn−1dg soccurring n2−1 timesd, so
that f14g
Nsrˆd = 1
n
,
ENsrˆd = log2S1 + 2
n
D . s52d
We note that as n→‘, both Nsrˆd and ENsrˆd decay like 1/n,
which is quite different from the behavior of all our partial
measures of subspace entanglement, given by Eq. s22d. The
connection between these two notions of subspace entangle-
ment is far from clear.
(ii) What if the subspace of states associated with a given
quantum system is itself uncertain? This is the kind of situ-
ation that commonly arises in statistical mechanics, where
we know for example the probability that the state vector lies
in each of various energy eigenspaces. In such a situation it
would seem appropriate to consider the extension of the su-
peroperator density matrix Rˆ to the “mixed state” case, with
probabilties p1 , p2 , . . . , pN associated with different sub-
spaces V1 ,V2 , . . . ,VN. Then we would need to extend exist-
ing notions of entanglement of mixed states to this new situ-
ation.
(iii) What happens if we couple two arbitrary angular
momenta? We have considered above the coupling of an an-
gular momentum j with a spin 1/2. There is a challenge to
calculate the entanglement of irreducible subspaces with
definite total angular momentum in the more general case.
When this is done, it should be possible to see how the
entanglement is related to the values of Clebsch-Gordan co-
efficients, in particular. This “reduction entanglement” prob-
lem has an obvious extension to representations of other
groups and algebras, and seems to open up a new aspect of
the tensor product reduction problem in general, including
A. J. BRACKEN PHYSICAL REVIEW A 69, 052331 (2004)
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cases involving infinite-dimensional representations, and
cases involving tensor products of more than two
representations.
We hope to return to some of these questions in the future.
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